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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

FIREGLASS HAS BEEN FINALLY PATENED**!
Signaling Imminent Change Over Manufacturing, Selling Rights
Of Tempered / Tumbled Glass for Fireplaces And Fire Pits, Safe Glass.

Rancho Cucamonga CA, August 8, 2011. After eight years in patent litigation/process*, Moderustic Inc was issued US
patent # 7.976.360 B2**on July 12, 2011; (and Moderustic® is proud to have been issued 4 U.S. Patent Numbers
US9700987B1 and US9808905B2 and Patents pending status!) unexpected reality by many in the burgeoning industry.
The patent** marks the beginning of sensitive negotiations with competing nation-wide manufactures and their dealer
networks that may have been selling the patent-pending product for several years. Moderustic Inc will be represented by
several firms, legal and licensing) across the United States.

The popular tumbled tempered glass product has been otherwise known as:
•

Fireglass

•

Fireglass Stones

•

Fire Rocks,

•

Fireplace Glass

•

Fire Crystals

•

Burning Glass/ Fire Crystals

However, the Moderustic patents** covers all tempered glass fragments. Effectively covering all known forms of the
popular fireplaces and fire pit glass**.
”It has been a long journey. And I plan to honor my wife’s memory as I move forward into the future that we had always
imagined.” Says Moderustic founders “Edgar and Claudia Jaunzemis”.
Moderustic has not only been manufacturing fireglass but also navigating the competitive edge by branching into
multitude of product lines and various custom metal and fire features for residential and commercial use. Moderustic Inc
is located at 9467 9th St Unit D Rancho Cucamonga CA 91730 (909) 989-6129 or online at www.Moderustic.com
Ed@Moderustic.com. Please contact us to be forwarded our attorneys who will be handling our claims in your area.

* litigation
1. (Law) the act or process of bringing or contesting a legal action in court
2. (Law) a judicial proceeding or contest
**Please see www.USPTO.gov and search the Patent files to see the exact and patent as it was approved.

